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This document supersedes L2/22-097 and addresses points raised in L2/22-109.

The two characters U+AB43 LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED O OPEN-O and U+AB44 LATIN SMALL
LETTER TURNED O OPEN-O WITH STROKE were proposed for encoding in Revised proposal to encode
“Teuthonista” phonetic characters in the UCS, N4081, L2/11-202.

Their character names and representative glyphs (connected at the bottom) are problematic
because they are based on approximate shapes from the following low quality high contrast sample
from Bremer 1898, p. 6:

Here are the character glyphs from that Bremer 1898 p. 6 sample, representative italics from
Everson’s L2/22-109 and Unicode’s representative glyphs in roman:

Bremer 1898 p. 6 Bremer 1898 p. 6 Everson Unicode

One may imagine ligatures of turned o+ɔ and turned ø+ɔ. That is not, however, what was set in
type and published. Here are the characters from better quality samples in the same Bremer 1898
p. 6, in Bremer 1893 p. 199 and 208:

Bremer 1898 p. 6 Bremer 1898 p. 6 Bremer 1893 p. 199 Bremer 1893 p. 208 Bremer 1893 p. 208
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The actual glyphs in Bremer 1898 and Bremer 1893 have left parts that have been vertically cut
from metal characters (most likely o). All are disconnected from the right parts, even one very
lightly as the left part has been less generously cut. Not a single one looks like the current
representative glyphs which have both parts connected at the bottom.

If one imagines the top was disconnected on purpose, one can imagine the bottom was
disconnected on purpose as well. If one imagines the bottom is meant to connect, one can imagine
the top is meant to connect. These shapes alone do not indicate that the typesetters formed these
characters as ligatures turned o+ɔ and turned ø+ɔ.

Because of the inconsistencies, one should infer that Bremer 1898 had printing issues, especially
when considering the glyphs of ꭁ U+AB41 LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED OE WITH STROKE in the
sample from Bremer 1898, p. 6, along with selected glyphs from p. 11 and p. 21 in comparison with
the representative italic glyph from Everson’s L2/22-109:

Bremer 1898 p.6 Bremer 1898 p.6 Bremer 1898 p.11 Bremer 1898 p.11 Bremer 1898 p.21 Everson

In Bremer 1893, Otto Bremer describes the two symbols U+AB43 and U+AB44 as ligatures
composed of a (italic script ɑ), with o for the first and with ø for the second. In Vieẗor 1889, the a+o
shape is as described by Bremer, apparently composed of a and the cut o attached to it, and an
approximate a+ø shape is used, where both right and left parts have been cut off where they should
connect according to Bremer’s description:

Vieẗor 1889 p. 355 Vieẗor 1889 p. 355

Bremer’s alphabet did not use ꝏ U+A74F LATIN SMALL LETTER OO. It used slanted double-storey a
and script ɑ contrastively. In later works using Bremer’s alphabet, the symbol ᴔ (ᴔ U+1D14 LATIN
SMALL LETTER TURNED OE) is replaced with ꜵ (ꜵ U+A735 LATIN SMALL LETTER AO) in Brandt
1913 and Schübel 1913 and ꭂ (U+AB42 LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED OE WITH HORIZONTAL
STROKE) is replaced with a ligature slanted double-storey a+ɵ (not encoded) in Brandt 1913. These
later forms match Bremer’s 1898 description of the two symbols as ligatures of slanted double-
storey a with o and with ø (the one with ɵ being implied). Bremer seems to have used turned œ as a
practical solution and also applied the form to the capital of ᴔ (). Interestingly, Bremer used A
and A as the capital forms of a and a respectively.
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Transcription systems using script ɑo

Noreen 1877, Landsmålsalfabetet in Lundell 1879, the Dania transcription in Jespersen 1890 and
Noreen 1903 use a script a+o ligature. It is most likely borrowed from the italic form of the ꜵ
ligature (also used in Adolf Noreen’s Old Norse work). Landsmålsalfabetet directly borrowed the
symbol from Noreen 1877 and Dania borrowed it from Noreen 1877 or Landsmålsalfabetet.
Eriksson 1961 p. 121 explicitly describes Landsmålsalfabetet’s symbol as composed of ɑ and o.

Because these systems use slanted double-storey a and script ɑ contrastively, or use slanted double-
storey æ and script æ (not encoded) contrastively, the glyph of ꜵ U+A735 LATIN SMALL LETTER AO
may not be adequate in italic fonts and a yet to be encoded character could be more appropriate, as
fonts may use slanted double-storey a as a base for ligature characters composed with U+0061
LATIN SMALL LETTER A.

It must be noted that the 1924 version of the Anthropos alphabet presented in Heepe 1928 by
Wilhelm Schmidt, which had symbols encoded in Everson et al. L2/11-202, uses slanted double-
storey æ, slanted double-storey ꜵ and slanted double-storey ꬱ (ꬱ U+AB31 LATIN SMALL LETTER A
REVERSED-SCHWA) while also using œ (œ U+0153 LATIN SMALL LIGATURE OE) and ꭀ (ꭀ U+AB40
LATIN SMALL LETTER INVERTED OE). Italic fonts that do not use a slanted double-storey a to
compose those ligatures of a are most likely inadequate for the Anthropos alphabet.

Form of script ɑo

The characters a U+0061 and ɑ U+0251 are inherently confusable in italic fonts where they have
the same or similar shape because of the encoding model. This potential confusability is inherited
by characters derived from or composed with them.

In the systems using slanted double-storey a and script ɑ contrastively, the form of ꜵ (ꜵ U+A735
LATIN SMALL LETTER AO) would not be confusable with the script ɑo ligature. For example (a
U+0061, ɑ U+0251, ꜵ U+A735, script ɑo):

The Greek-alpha form of the italic α (ɑ U+0251) is not appropriate for those systems, just as the
script ɑ (ɑ U+0251) form is not appropriate for the Uralic Phonetic Alphabet. Italic fonts that use
the Greek-alpha form for ɑ U+0251 could have distinctive glyphs using shapes similar to the
following for (a U+0061, ɑ U+0251, ꜵ U+A735, alpha-o):

Similar forms can be used for the variants æ U+00E6, slanted double-storey æ and yet to be
encoded script æ used contrastively in the previously mentioned transcription systems.
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Representative glyph recommendations

The representative glyphs of U+AB43 and U+AB44 should be changed given that:

• the current representative glyphs, connected at the bottom, do not correspond to the glyphs,
disconnected at the bottom, seen in Bremer’s works;

• Bremer 1893 and Bremer 1898 had printing artifacts: U+AB43 and U+AB44 are composed
of inconsistently cut or positionned parts.

U+AB43 and U+AB44 should have been ligatures composed of script ɑ given that :

• Vieẗor 1889 establishes the shape of U+AB43 as Bremer 1893 describes it (ligature
composed of a and o);

• Bremer’s alphabet differentiated slanted double-storey a from script ɑ, and symbols
composed with them by using double-storey a or ə for symbols composed with a and by
using script forms for symbols composed with a.

• Bremer 1898’s ⱥ (a with stroke) was encoded as ⱥ U+2C65 LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH
STROKE composed of a U+0061 LATIN SMALL LETTER A because of its shape;

• Bremer 1898’s ꬰ (barred ɑ) was encoded as ꬰ U+AB30 LATIN SMALL LETTER BARRED
ALPHA, composed of ɑ U+0251 LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA because of its shape.

The ligature script ɑo symbol could be encoded as an unambiguous character distinct from
U+AB43 because:

• phonetic transcription systems (Noreen 1877, Landsmålsalfabetet, Dania) use a ligature
script ao symbol;

• these systems use a and a contrastively, like Bremer’s;
• the slanted double-storey ꜵ form of U+A735 LATIN SMALL LETTER AO is not appropriate

for those systems;
• the disconnected parts form of U+AB43 is not appropriate for those systems.

This character is not being proposed for encoding in this document.

The representative glyphs of U+AB43 and U+AB44 should either be changed to correspond to
disconnected parts as seen in Bremer 1893 and Bremer 1898, or to ligatures composed of script ɑ as
seen in Vieẗor 1889.

Because of the error in the character names of U+AB43 and U+AB44, which cannot be changed,
the disconnected form (with disconnected top and bottom) is recommended at this point. The
following representative glyphs are proposed:

oo
For reference, the following glyphs could be used for italic.
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Proposed update to UTN #27

The Unicode Technical Note #27: Known Anomalies in Unicode Character Names should be updated
with the following:

U+AB43 LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED O OPEN-O

• Intended for a ligature script a-o but rendered as a disconnected cut o and o.

U+AB44 LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED O OPEN-O WITH STROKE

• Intended for a ligature script a-ø but rendered as a disconnected cut o and ø.

Bremer’s alphabet samples

Figure 1. Bremer’s symbols for vowels as presented by Wilhelm Vieẗor in Phonetische Studien, vol.
2, 1889, p. 355. showing ꭃ U+AB43 as, script ꭃ.

Figure 2. Bremer 1893, p. 199 showing ꭃ U+AB43 with disconnected parts.

Figure 3. Bremer 1893, p. 208 showing ꭃ U+AB43 with disconnected parts.
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Figure 4. Bremer 1898 (1969 reprint), p. 6 showing ꭃ U+AB43 with disconnected parts.

Figure 5. Bremer 1898, p. 7 describing æ, ᴔ and ꭁ as ligatures of a (a) with e, o and ø.

Figure 6. Brandt 1913, p. 37, one of the few of works showing ꭂ U+AB42 rendered as slanted
double-storey ꭂ (glyph variant or character yet to be encoded).

Figure 7. Brandt 1913, p. 38, one of the few of works showing ᴔ U+1D14 rendered as slanted
double-storey ꜵ U+A735.
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Figure 8. Schübel 1913, p. 22, one of the few of works showing ᴔ U+1D14 rendered as slanted
double-storey ꜵ U+A735.

Other samples

Figure 9. Jespersen 1890, p. 40 showing slanted double-storey a and script ɑ used contrastively,
slanted double-storey æ and script æ used contrastively, and ligature script ɑ+o in the Dania
phonetic alphabet.
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Figure 10. Noreen 1903, p. 538, showing slanted double-storey a and script ɑ used contrastively,
slanted double-storey æ and script æ used contrastively, and ligature script ɑ+o in
Landsmålsalfabetet.
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Figure 11. Eriksson 1961, p. 133 showing ligature script ɑ+o and forms of U+00E6: slanted double-
storey æ and script æ used contrastively, in Landsmålsalfabetet.
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Figure 12. Schmidt 1928 (in Heepe 1928), p. 6 showing italic a, slanted double-storey æ U+00E6,
slanted double-storey ꜵ U+A735, slanted double-storey ꬱ U+AB31, as well as œ U+0153 LATIN
SMALL LETTER OE and ꭀ U+AB40 in the 1924 version of the Anthropos alphabet.
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